
Experiment Guide

CAT NO. BD0074B

SOLAR SYSTEM MODEL





RECOMMENDED COMPONENTS (INCLUDED)

  Name of Part Quantity

Removable yellow sphere (sun) 1

Base and 8 planets 1

RECOMMENDED COMPONENTS (NOT INCLUDED)

  Name of Part Quantity

Tape 1

Resources for students to look up planet and information 
on other bodies in the solar system

Caliper 1 per group

Meter sticks 1 per group

Flashlight that has top that can be completely unscrewed 1 

SAFE HANDLING OF APPARATUS:

Breakable Warning: Be careful not to apply too much weight or put pressure on the 

arm holding each planet, as the arm may bend and not function properly.

GETTING FAMILIAR WITH THE SOLAR SYSTEM:

Learning Goals: (taken from BSSS Earth Science T Course)

●Enable students to critically research, analyse, evaluate and synthesis  

information from a variety of sources, including their own work and the work of their 

peers

●Students should be able to follow instructions and make accurate and precise 

observations while conducting practical investigations, while safely using 

appropriate  equipment and techniques

●Students should be able to communicate scientific information to diverse 

audiences in an appropriate manner using a variety of media and technologies

●Enable students to work independently and collaboratively.

●Demonstrate a broad knowledge and deep understanding of the practical and 

theoretical concepts covered in Astronomy and applies this knowledge to solve 

problems.

●Demonstrate competence in their scientific approach to gain an understanding of 

the universe and in particular, the Solar System.

●Describe patterns and trends in data observations from Astronomical tools and 

make valid inferences.
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●Apply a variety of communication skills, using appropriate scientific language to 

clearly express ideas, concepts and information pertaining to Astronomy.

●

●

●

●

●

●

CONTENT

Azimuth and elevation.

Historical look at Astronomy; early ideas, astronomers and history.

Physical laws as applied to Astronomy including Kepler's Laws, speed and 

acceleration.

The Solar System; asteroids, meteors, meteorites and comets; formation of 

planets and their characteristics.

Distances in space; light years, astronomical units, parsecs.

Cosmological theories and astronomical data for critical analysis.
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ACTIVITY 1:  THE NIGHT SKY, BEYOND THE MOON AND STARS

When looking at the night sky the first obvious things to jump out are the moon and 

stars, but upon closer observation early astronomers noticed more peculiar things.  

They observed wandering stars that didn't rotate around Earth, things that streaked 

across the night sky and objects with tails that seemed to move more slowly than the 

shooting starts.  Upon closer observation and using more powerful tools, early 

scientists were able to categorize, describe, and theorize about these fascinating 

objects.  

For information about aboriginal views of the bodies in the night sky the following link is 

helpful:

http://www.questacon.edu.au/starlab/aboriginal_astronomy.html

*note that the above link is current at time of publishing this document, but may have 

changed since that time.

There is a wealth of knowledge and research about the planets, meteors, asteroids, 

comets, and dwarf planets.  During this activity students will be broken into small 

groups or individually and pick a part of the night sky to focus on.  They will then present 

their findings to the class and be graded using the following rubric.  After their 

presentations students will then be tested on all the material.  

Topics to investigate include (but are not limited to):

Mercury Venus Earth

Mars Jupiter Saturn

Uranus Neptune Dwarf planets/Pluto

Asteroids Meteor and Meteorites Comets

Give students the grading rubric attached and a list of approved resources, they should 

get one day to research and 10-15 minutes to present.

Presentation should include a visual or an audio visual component, a sheet for 

students to take notes on or organize information and a small quiz of five questions 

for the students' audience (their fellow students) to complete after their presentation.
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Grading Rubric for Solar System Project

2 1 0

Clearly explained when the 
object was first discovered 
and by whom.  If exact date 
and person is not available, 
gave the closest 
approximation

How object was first 
discovered is clearly 
explained and the name and 
function of any new 
instruments that aided in the 
discovery of object were 
clearly explained

At least three special 
characteristics and features 
of the object are given.  
These characteristics help 
define or describe the object

The names and descriptions 
of anyone or anything from 
Earth that visited the object 
were given as well and 
information told who, what, 
and when.  If no one has 
visited, it is clearly explained 
why.

Our primary way of learning 
about this object is clearly 
explained.

Some discovery information 
is given, but it is unclear or 
incomplete

T h e  w a y  o b j e c t  w a s  
discovered was mentioned 
but the description was vague 
and new technology that lead 
to the discovery was not 
mentioned or explained

One or two special features or 
characteristics were given or 
three characteristics were 
given but were all trivial

The names of one or two 
things that visited the object 
were given but important 
detai ls missing, or the 
explanation as to why we 
cannot visit was vague or 
unclear

Our primary way of learning 
about this object is mentioned 
but not complete

No discovery information is 
given, or it is wrong.

No information about how the 
object was discovered was 
given, or the information was 
wrong

S p e c i a l  f e a t u r e s  o r  
characteristics were not given 
or were incorrect

The names of visitors or an 
explanation why we can't visit 
is missing or wrong

The way we learn about this 
object is missing, vague or 
wrong

Content

Presentation The pictures and diagrams 
used were easy to see, 
clearly related to your topic 
and included pictures of your 
object and pictures of what 
was used to investigate your 
object

A hand out was given with 
your presentation that helped 
students to capture the 
information in your 
presentation, it was clearly 
organized, easy to follow and 
time was given to make sure 
all students listening to the 
presentation were able to get 
the information needed

Presentation was attention 
getting and of high interest to 
other students.  Presenters 
were clearly heard and seen 
as well as all visuals

The pictures and diagrams 
used were too small, or 
unclear, drawn poorly or hard 
to read

A hand out was given but 
was in the wrong order, there 
was not enough time to 
capture information, or space 
wasn't given for recording all 
pertinent information

Presentation was of low 
interest, or presenters were 
hard to hear or see or read 
off of note cards or projection 
screen if using a power point 
slide

No visual pictures were 
given with your presentation

No hand out was given 

Presentation was 
incomprehensible and 
presenters could not be seen 
or heard

2 1 0
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2 1 0

Quiz clearly covered the 
most important information in 
the presentation and had at 
least two of the five 
questions require more than 
fill in the blank answers.

Fellow students scored an 
average of 80% or higher on 
your quiz

Quiz covers information 
covered in the presentation 
but two or three of the 
questions were on trivial 
parts of the presentation or 
material not covered in the 
presentation

Fellow students scored an 
average of 60% or higher on 
your quiz

Quiz is missing or not on 
topic

Fellow students scored an 
average of 59% or lower on 
your quiz

Quiz

Any part of this rubric can be omitted for the sake of time.  Teachers may want to make 

their own quizzes to give to students to test student understanding.

ACTIVITY 2: THE HELPFULNESS AND LIMITS OF MODELS, OUR 

SOLAR SYSTEM MODEL

Give students a paragraph advertising this model.  Then have the students break off 

into groups of two or three and create a list describing how accurately this model of the 

solar system represents the real solar system.  Have students make two lists: one of 

things that are accurate according to our current model of the solar system and one list 

of what things are inaccurate or misleading.  Students can use rulers or calipers to see 

if the planets are the correct distance away from the sun and the correct diameter.  

Some great class follow up discussions include asking questions such as:

Is this model of the solar system still useful even if it is not 100% accurate?  

What reason do you think the manufacturer had to make the model the way they did?  

What would the solar system look like if it were to scale?  

Would it be practical to build a solar system to scale?

What kinds of things can students learn from this model of the solar system?

STUDENT PARAGRAPH: 

Show your students our solar system in a miniature hand held one piece assembly.  

Students can get an understanding of the relative size of the planets, the distance 

between the planets, the colors of the planets and the speed at which the planets travel 

from this amazing model.  Pick yours up today and astound your students with the 

worlds beyond our world.

STUDENT INSTRUCTIONS: 

Read the paragraph above and then use the following table, your knowledge of our 

solar system, and a ruler or calipers in order to decide how accurate this model of the 

solar system is.  Make two lists, one of things are correctly represented by this model of 

the solar system, and some of things that are incorrect or misleading.  Be prepared to to 

share your lists with the class in order to compile one master list.
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SOLAR SYSTEM DATA CHART

Sun — — 1,392,000

Mercury 57.9 88 days 4,880

Venus 108.2 224.7 days 12,104

Earth 149.6 365.26 days 12,756

Mars 227.9 687 days 6,787

Jupiter 778.3 11.86 years 142,800

Saturn 1427 29.46 years 120,000

Uranus 2869 84.0 years 51,800

Neptune 4496 164.8 years 49,500

Here are some examples of things your students may describe.  If there are some 

discrepancies between students as to what belongs on each list, facilitate the students 

to use facts and measurements to justify their thoughts.

Things that are accurate:

●We currently believe in a heliocentric view of the solar system, and this model 

has the sun as the center of the solar system

●The sun is much larger than the planets

●The current definition of planet includes only eight planets and there are eight 

planets in this model

●All the planets are different colors, just as in real life

●The planets are different sizes, Jupiter is the largest planet and Mercury is the 

smallest one

●The planets are in the correct order from closest to the Sun to farthest from the 

Sun

●The planets rotate around the Sun and not around Earth

Things that are inaccurate:

●The orbits of the planets are not circular, they are elliptical

●The spacing and size of the planets are not to scale

●There are no metal posts holding the planets in orbits, gravity does that

●The planets are not a solid color, and the colors do not match exactly, for 

example Mars is red in color, not gray.

●The model's Sun does not shine

●The model's planets do not move on their own

Object Mean Distance from the Period of Equatorial 

Sun (millions of km) Revolution Diameter (km)
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ACTIVITY 3: INFERIOR AND SUPERIOR CONJUNCTION

This model of the solar system will help students understand why the planets are 
sometimes visible in the night sky and sometimes they are not.  It may help to remove 
the yellow Sun from the model and place a flashlight in the middle to represent the Sun.  
Find a flashlight where the top of the light can be completely unscrewed so the light 
shines in all directions.  This will help students visualize where the line between night 
time and daytime is as well as determine where dusk and dawn are.

Have students use the following real data to set up their solar system as the planets 
stwere aligned on January 1 , 2000.  

Tip: when you are aligning the planets, remove the Sun in order to be able to see the 
protractor better.

Planets Location in Degrees

Mercury 252

Venus 182

Earth 11

Mars 359

Jupiter 36

Saturn 46

Uranus 316

Neptune 304

Have students identify where the night time sky would be.  This is the side of the planet 
facing away from the Sun.  Tell the students that as Earth rotates, the side part of Earth 
that is turning from the light into the darkness is experiencing evening time.  Anything 
these people would be able to see would be seen in the evening, and that the side of 
Earth that is turning from darkness into the light is dawn.

QUESTIONS FOR STUDENTS:

Which planets would be seen at dusk?  (Saturn and Jupiter)

Which planets would be seen in the morning? (Venus)

Would we be able to see any of the other planets during the night? (No, they are on the 
other side of the Sun, during the day the Sun would be too bright for us to see the 
planets, also we cannot look through the Sun in order to see the planets on the other 
side of the Sun.)

Inferior Conjunction- When a planet is directly between Earth and the Sun.

Superior Conjunction – When a planet is directly behind the Sun as seen from Earth

At this time of the year are there any planets in inferior conjunction with Earth? (No)

At this time of the year are there any planets in superior conjunction with Earth? 
(Mercury is close)

Use the data table below to set up other configurations of the solar system to have 
students identify when some planets would have been visible in the night sky.
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Planet Location Table

Year Month Day Mercury Venus Earth Mars Jupiter Saturn Uranus Neptune

1998 Jan. 1 166 91 1-Jan 332 330 20 300°

Feb. 1 265° 141° 1-Feb 352° 333° 21° 309°

Mar. 1 3° 187° 1-Mar 9° 335° 22°

April 1 175° 237° 1-Apr 28° 338° 23°

May 1 268° 284° 1-May 45° 341° 24° 310°

June 1 23° 333° 1-Jun 62° 343° 25°

July 1 187° 21° 1-July 78° 346° 26° 301°

Aug. 1 280° 71° 1-Aug 94° 349° 27° 311°

Sept. 1 47° 121° 1-Sep 108° 352° 28°

Oct. 1 201° 168° 1-Oct 122° 354° 29°

Nov. 1 292° 219° 1-Nov 138° 357° 30° 312°

Dec. 1 65° 267° 1-Dec 149° 0° 32° 302°

° ° ° ° °

Year Month Day Mercury Venus Earth Mars Jupiter Saturn Uranus Neptune

1999 Jan. 1 215 91 1-Jan 163 3 33 312° 302°

Feb. 1 304° 315° 1-Feb 176° 6° 34° 313°

Mar. 1 78° 6° 1-Mar 189° 8° 35°

April 1 221° 30° 1-Apr 203° 11° 36°

May 1 308° 140° 1-May 217° 14° 37° 314°

June 1 103° 190° 1-Jun 232° 17° 38°

July 1 230° 247° 1-July 248° 19° 39° 303°

Aug. 1 322° 296° 1-Aug 265° 22° 40° 315°

Sept. 1 127° 345° 1-Sep 283° 25° 41°

Oct. 1 241° 33° 1-Oct 301° 28° 42°

Nov. 1 337° 83° 1-Nov 321° 31° 44° 316°

Dec. 1 144° 131° 1-Dec 340° 33° 45° 304°

° ° ° ° °

Year Month Day Mercury Venus Earth Mars Jupiter Saturn Uranus Neptune

2000 Jan. 1 252 182 1-Jan 359 36 46

Feb. 1 354° 315° 1-Feb 18° 39° 47° 317°

Mar. 1 158° 278° 1-Mar 36° 42° 48°

April 1 261° 327° 1-Apr 53° 45° 49°

May 1 4° 14° 1-May 69° 47° 50° 318° 305°

June 1 176° 64° 1-Jun 85° 50° 51°

July 1 269° 112° 1-July 100° 53° 52°

Aug. 1 25° 163° 1-Aug 114° 56° 53° 319°

Sept. 1 192° 213° 1-Sep 128° 58° 55°

Oct. 1 281° 201° 1-Oct 142° 61° 56° 306°

Nov. 1 48° 310° 1-Nov 155° 64° 57° 320°

Dec. 1 202° 357° 1-Dec 168° 66° 58°

° ° ° ° °
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Year Month Day Mercury Venus Earth Mars Jupiter Saturn Uranus Neptune

2001 Jan. 1 292° 47° 1-Jan 182° 69° 59°

Feb. 1 73° 97° 1-Feb 196° 72° 60° 321°

Mar. 1 209° 142° 1-Mar 209° 74° 61°

April 1 299° 192° 1-Apr 224° 77° 62° 307°

May 1 80° 241° 1-May 239° 80° 63° 322°

June 1 222° 290° 1-Jun 256° 82° 64°

July 1 308° 337° 1-July 273° 85° 65°

Aug. 1 105° 27° 1-Aug 291° 80° 66° 323°

Sept. 1 234° 76° 1-Sep 310° 90° 67° 308°

Oct. 1 323° 125° 1-Oct 329° 93° 68°

Nov. 1 129° 175° 1-Nov 348° 95° 69° 324°

Dec. 1 242° 224° 1-Dec 7° 98° 71°

Year Month Day Mercury Venus Earth Mars Jupiter Saturn Uranus Neptune

2001 Jan. 1 338° 273° 1-Jan 26° 101° 73°

Feb. 1 150° 322° 1-Feb 44° 103° 74° 325° 309°

Mar. 1 248° 6° 1-Mar 60° 106° 75°

April 1 347° 56° 1-Apr 76° 108° 76°

May 1 155° 104° 1-May 91° 111° 77° 326°

June 1 259° 155° 1-Jun 106° 113° 78°

July 1 1° 203° 1-July 120° 116° 79°

Aug. 1 173° 253° 1-Aug 134° 118° 80° 327° 310°

Sept. 1 270° 302° 1-Sep 147° 121° 82°

Oct. 1 21° 349° 1-Oct 160° 123° 83°

Nov. 1 189° 39° 1-Nov 174° 126° 84° 326°

Dec. 1 272° 87° 1-Dec 187° 128° 85°
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EISCO SCIENTIFIC instructions, content and design is intellectual property of EISCO

U.S. Distributor :

Eisco Scientific
850 St Paul St, Suite 15, Rochester,  NY 14605

Website : www.eiscolabs.com

Manufactured by :

www.eiscolabs.com
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